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ABSTRACT
This thesis affords the tuning of a multi-objective predictive controller, particularly designed for
the Barcelona’s drinking water network. Predictive controller objectives have been established
taking into account the minimisation of three criteria; the first one considers economic costs
involved in the distribution process; second one takes into account tank’s safety volumes; and
the third penalises excessive variations in control actions.
Disturbances usually affect the operational conditions in which an automatic control strategy
evolves along time. In the drinking water network (DWN) predictive control strategy, consumer
demands have been modelled as measured disturbances. It is primordial to ensure an effective
rejection of those measured disturbances, respecting to the controller objectives.
Through this thesis, functionalities of the DWN system are illustrated as well as the predictive
control strategy used to solve the multi-objective optimisation problem; later, methods to explore
the space of non-dominated solutions, known as Pareto front, are exposed and a strategy to
choose, at every sample time, a solution in line with the problem objectives. Next, a tuning
strategy, which avoid the Pareto front calculation in the on-line implementation by using a model
that allows to variate the weighting factors of each objective function, in terms of consumer
water demands.
Keywords: Model predictive control, large-scale systems, drinking water networks, multi-
objective optimisation.
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RESUMEN
En esta tesis se aborda el problema de la sintonı´a de un controlador predictivo multi-objetivo,
disen˜ado especialmente para la red de distribucio´n de agua potable de Barcelona. Los objetivos
del controlador predictivo se han establecido considerando polı´ticas minimizacio´n de tres fun-
ciones; la primera considera los costes econo´micos involucrados en el proceso de distribucio´n;
la segunda toma en cuenta niveles de seguridad de los depo´sitos y la tercera penaliza variaciones
excesivas en las acciones de control.
Normalmente las condiciones en las que opera un controlador se ven alteradas con las pertur-
baciones que se manifiestan a trave´s del tiempo. En el caso de la red de distribucio´n de agua
potable, se han modelado como perturbaciones las demandas de agua de cada sector, de modo
que, es necesario asegurar que el controlador rechace de manera eficiente dichas perturbaciones,
de modo de satisfacer correctamente la demanda, respetando los objetivos.
En el desarrollo de esta memoria se ilustra el funcionamiento de la red de distribucio´n de agua
potable junto con la estrategia de control predictivo con que se aborda el problema de opti-
mizacio´n multi-objetivo, posteriormente se presentan algunos me´todos para explorar el espacio
de soluciones no-dominadas, ma´s conocido como frente de Pareto, y se propone una estrategia
para escoger, en cada ciclo de control, una solucio´n que este´ de acuerdo con los objetivos de del
problema. Luego se plantea una estrategia de sintonı´a, en la que se evita calcular el frente de
Pareto completo, utilizando un modelo que permite variar las combinaciones de los factores de
pesado de cada funcio´n objetivo en funcio´n de las demandas de agua.
Palabras clave: control predictivo, sistemas de gran escala, red de agua potable, optimizacio´n
multi-objetivo.
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RESUM
En aquesta tesi es tracta el problema de la sintonitzacio´ d’un controlador predictiu multi-
objectiu, dissenyat especı´ficament per la xarxa de distribucio´ d’aigua potable de Barcelona.
Els objectius del controlador predictiu s’han establert considerant polı´tiques de minimitzacio´ de
tres funcions. La primera considera els costos econo`mics involucrats en el proce´s de distribucio´.
La segona te´ en consideracio´ els nivells de seguretat dels dipo`sits i finalment la tercera penalitza
les variacions excessives de les accions de control.
Normalment les condicions en les quals opera un controlador es veuen alterades amb les pertor-
bacions que es manifesten al llarg del temps. En el cas de la xarxa de distribucio´ d’aigua potable
s’han modelat com a pertorbacions les demandes d’aigua de cada sector, de manera que e´s nec-
essari assegurar que el controlador les rebutgi eficientment de manera que es pugui satisfer de
forma correcta la demanda respectant els objectius de control.
En el desenvolupament d’aquesta memo`ria s’il·lustra el funcionament de la xarxa de distribucio´
d’aigua potable juntament amb l’estrate`gia de control predictiu amb la qual es tractara` el prob-
lema d’optimitzacio´ multi-objectiu. Posteriorment es presentaran alguns me`todes per explotar
l’espai de solucions no-dominades, me´s conegut com a front de Pareto, i es proposa una es-
trate`gia per escollir, en cada cicle de control, una solucio´ que estigui d’acord amb els objectius
de control del problema. Finalment, es planteja una estrate`gia de sintonitzacio´ en la qual s’evita
calcular el front de Pareto complet, utilitzant un model que permet variar les combinacions dels
factors de pesat de cadascuna de les funcions objectiu en funcio´ de les demandes d’aigua.
Paraules clau: control predictiu, sistemes de gran escala, xarxa d’aigua potable, optimitzacio´
multi-objectiu.
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NOTATION
Throughout the thesis the following notation has been used:
R set of real numbers
Z set of integer numbers
In identity matrix of dimension n× n
( · ) function normalisation (e.g, F )
( · )(k) discrete-time dependency (e.g, v(k))
( · )> transpose matrix (e.g., v>)
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, an introduction of the thesis is presented. In the first section the motivation is
described, then, the objectives, and a brief outline of the thesis is presented.
1.1 Motivation
Water, an essential element for life, has a paramount importance in the future of mankind be-
cause it is a scarce resource in a global scale. Water is the most important renewable natural
resource and, at the same time, the most endangered one. The pressure arising from decades of
human action results in non-sustainable management and control policies. The water problem
is particularly severe in the Mediterranean coast, as a consequence of ongoing climate changes.
But problems around water are also associated to human influence over the natural cycle. Water
management has become an increasingly important environmental and socio-economic subject
worldwide. High costs associated to processes such as abduction, pumping, transportation, stor-
age, treatment and distribution, as well as for the collection, and treatment of urban drainage,
limit the accessibility of water for a large portion of the world. The above-mentioned processes
constitute the urban water cycle (UWC), which details the long journey of the water from the
origin where it is collected for use in an urban community to its return to the receiving environ-
ment.
The water management problem has been in the focus of investigation because of the growing
interest in the efficient handling of natural resources, specially in a dense populated city, like
Barcelona.
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The tuning of the drinking water network is an important topic, mainly because a good selec-
tion of the tuning parameters can make a big difference in terms of economic cost, safety, and
handling of the entire process.
1.2 Thesis Objectives
1.2.1 General Objectives
The objective of the work presented in this thesis is to propose a method for tuning a Model
based Predictive Controller for a large-scale linear system, particularly, a drinking water net-
worked system. The MPC scheme, stated in this thesis, takes into account a periodical forecast
of water demands; this forecast has been introduced into the MPC prediction model in order to
enrich the information of the disturbances behaviour over the prediction horizon.
A proper tuning strategy should ensures a balanced and consequent behaviour of the predictive
controller along the time. An objective of this thesis is to explore the optimal, or non-dominated,
solution space of the multi-objective predictive control strategy applied to the DWN system, that
is, the Pareto front of the problem, and choose a solution in line with the management objectives.
Another general objective of this thesis is to explore methods to calculate the Pareto front of
multi-objective optimisation problems. The idea behind the Pareto front calculation is to find
a direct relation between the weights of the solution points and the water demands, measured
disturbances for the control problem, in order to state an adaptive tuning strategy for the online
MPC implementation.
1.2.2 Specific Objectives
The specific objectives of this thesis are the following:
• Explore the MPC tuning state of the art;
• Implement techniques of applied multi-objective optimisation, i.e., Pareto front calcula-
tion methods and decision making strategies;
• Propose an MPC tuning strategy for the centralised DWN predictive controller; and
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• Test, over a simulation environment, MOO techniques, and MPC tuning strategies over
the aggregate model of the Barcelona DWN.
1.3 Outline of the Thesis
This thesis deals with multi-objective predictive control of drinking water transport networks,
specifically a tuning procedure based on a Pareto front calculation method is proposed.
This thesis has seven chapters. Chapter 2 presents a general background of the WATMAN
project and drinking water network systems, a brief introduction of model based predictive con-
trol and a literature review of the most used tuning strategies in predictive control. In Chapter
3 the DWN control problem is introduced; a revision of the DWN components and control
objectives is illustrated. In Chapter 4, three methods to calculate the Pareto front and normali-
sation of a multi-objective optimisation problem are described. In Chapter 5, a decision making
strategy to point out a solution, from a previously calculated Pareto front, is introduced; and a
tuning strategy, based on a model between a weighting combination index and the variations of
consumer demands is stated. In Chapter 6, simulation results are presented in order to verify
the Pareto front calculation methods applied to the DWN multi-objective optimisation problem
and proposed tuning strategies. Finally, in Chapter 7, the conclusions and further work are
presented.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
In this chapter the background of this thesis is reviewed. In the first section, a revision of the
WATMAN project is presented; next, a brief introduction to the drinking water networks control
problem is exposed. Moreover, a review of the Model based Predictive Control strategy is
illustrated, and finally, a bibliographical review of MPC tuning strategies, prioritisation, and
multi-objective optimisation tools is presented.
2.1 The WATMAN Project
Water management has become an increasingly important environmental and socio-economic
subject worldwide. High costs associated to processes such as abduction, pumping, transporta-
tion, storage, treatment and distribution, as well as for the collection and treatment of urban
drainage, limit the accessibility of water for a large portion of the world. The above-mentioned
processes constitute the urban water cycle (UWC), which details the long journey of the water
from the origin where it is collected for use in an urban community to its return to the receiving
environment.
Table 2.1 shows the details of the WATMAN project. More details and publications related to
the project can be found in the following web page: http://www.iri.upc.edu/project/show/98.
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Table 2.1: Details of the WATMAN Project
Name Analysis and design of distributed optimal control strategies
applied to large-scale WATer systems MANagement
Type National Project
Start date 01/01/2010
End date 31/12/2012
Project code DPI2009-13744
2.1.1 Aims and Context
The management of the UWC systems using supervisory control mechanisms is then a subject
of increasing interest because of its social, economic and environmental impact. The most
important issues include the sustainable use of limited resources and the reliability of service to
consumers with adequate quality and pressure levels, as well as the urban drainage management
to prevent flooding and polluting discharges to the environment. The UWC can be considered
as comprised of the following subsystems:
• Water supply systems, abducting water from superficial or subterranean sources;
• Water treatment systems to achieve necessary quality levels;
• Water transport networks, which use natural or artificial open channels to deliver water
from treatment plants to the consumer areas;
• Water distribution networks which carry the drinking water to consumers, involving pres-
surized pipeline networks, storage tanks, booster pumps and control elements, such as
pumps and valves; and
• Urban drainage systems, which carry the sewage and/or rainwater to receiving environ-
ments, after a proper regeneration treatment.
The increasing use of advanced information and communication techniques to manage these
systems contributes, to a great extent, to achieving environmental and social goals (see [Pri00]).
In a large number of cities, drinking water networks as well as sewage systems are managed by
using telemetry and telecontrol systems which provide, in real time, pressure, flow, water quality
(in the case of drinking water networks) and other measurements at several key locations within
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the network. They are also used to operate the main flow, pressure and storage control elements
from a central command point considering a centralized or de-centralized management scheme.
The WATMAN Project deals with the global management of the hydric networks related to the
UWC (called in the sequel UWC-related networks or simply UWC networks). It should be
pointed out that this management not only comprises the design of control strategies to fulfil
performance objectives but also includes the development of a control-oriented modelling for
the UWC networks, regardless of their nature (raw-water, drinking water or sewage). Addi-
tionally, system disturbances, which are present in all engineering systems, must be taken into
account. In the case of water systems, stochastic disturbances associated to water demand and
rain predictions (for sewage network) are important examples thereof. The influence of those
disturbances over the UWC networks, their nature and modelling approaches belong to the set
of research topics to be treated within the project. UWC networks are generally considered
large-scale systems for medium to large cities, networks may consist of hundreds to thousands
of elements like pipes, tanks, pumps and valves. Moreover, those networks may also be spread
over large areas, fact that makes their management more difficult. WATMAN considers these
issues and addresses the problem of computing optimal control strategies focused on finding
solutions and tools that handle the aforementioned UWC networks characteristics considering
decentralized control techniques.
WATMAN considers then four key topics, all of them thought for the UWC networks man-
agement: decentralized control-oriented modelling of complex dynamics, hierarchical and de-
centralized optimal control, system supervision based on data validation and reposition, and
development of algorithms and software tools. Next, each topic is briefly discussed.
1. Modelling of complex dynamics. The research to be developed in this topic includes
techniques of decentralized control-oriented representation of UWC networks taking into
account their dimension, nature, diversity of constitutive elements, disturbances, etc. This
topic also includes the development of algorithms and strategies to split the whole result-
ing model of the network according to structural data. These partitions are done in order
to consider sub-catchments, which can be managed by using decentralized control tech-
niques, taking always into account the real-time constraint over the approaches. There-
fore, WATMAN project aims at developing rigorous and general modelling methodolo-
gies for advanced, hierarchical and decentralized control of large-scale UWC networks.
2. Development of decentralized optimal control strategies. This topic considers the de-
sign of model-based predictive control strategies to fulfil the management objectives by
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improving desired performance indexes and considering models that reflects a smart par-
tition of the system. UWC networks are multi-objective systems and are generally manip-
ulated and managed by operators using heuristics. Predictive controllers are shown to be
very intuitive and translate human experience into restrictions of an optimization problem.
Having considered entire or partitioned models of the UWC networks, MPC designs can
be centralized or decentralized, fact that motivates the research and design of novel MPC
techniques for these conditions. Additionally, when considering DMPC strategies, devel-
opment of coordination/cooperation mechanisms between controllers should be proposed.
Therefore, WATMAN deals with the development of novel techniques for designing and
coordinating a network of predictive controllers to achieve the best performance of the
system and robustness under uncertainty (disturbances) and possible physical and topo-
logical constraints. A very important aspect where WATMAN will be focused on is the
hierarchical and decentralized MPC of the UWC networks. Here, the research team will
figure out which existent work line on the field fits with the necessities of the network
management. Moreover, novel techniques, mechanisms and strategies on the field will be
developed, deeply analysed and tested.
3. Design of system supervision based on data validation and reposition. Once a UWC
network has been properly modelled and controlled , the use of a supervisory system to
monitor the performance of the different constitutive elements within the network (sensors
and actuators) is required. The inclusion of this mechanism allows to make appropriate
correcting actions in the case of a malfunction was detected, introducing fault tolerance
capabilities in the closed-loop system. This supervisory system can be designed based on
the smart manipulation of the system measurements as well as by implementing software
redundancy methods to detect leaks in the UWC network and/or faults in its constitu-
tive elements. Hence, WATMAN focuses part of its efforts on developing supervision
strategies for the reposition of a given UWC network under the influence of structural
faults regardless the modelling and control strategies considered and/or designed follow
a centralized or decentralized scheme. Note that main contributions will be proposed on
decentralized supervision systems associated to split network models and hierarchical and
DMPC strategies.
4. Development of software tools. This stage of the WATMAN project complements the
aforementioned topics by developing generic software tools that, based on the dynamic
analysis of the UWC networks as well as in the considered management strategies, will
be included as plug-ins in the commercial software packages designed for the hydric
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systems management (see [PCL+05], [FCP+02], [BM05], among others). Consequently,
WATMAN will deal with the design of innovating software tools based on the research
developed during the project, tools that allow to improve the management of real UWC
networks around the world, which use commercial software packages.
WATMAN has the collaboration and support of important companies related to the management
of hydric resources in Barcelona in order to demonstrate the viability and efficiency of the newly
developed concepts, approaches and tools obtained from the high level research that will be
done in the course of the project. The addition of the unique know-how of AGBAR in the
management of drinking water resources, CLABSA in the management of sewage systems and
SAC as the research team with demonstrated experience on advanced control, optimization and
fault-tolerant systems, results in exceptional group of people working together in the coordinated
effort of addressing all the fundamental challenges involved in WATMAN.
2.1.2 The WATMAN Project and this Thesis
The aim of this thesis is to investigate techniques to improve the way in which the DWN man-
agement objectives are treated in the supervisory control level, specifically, look for MOO meth-
ods that can be applied to the tuning of the predictive controller, in charge of satisfy the water
demands.
The WATMAN project is related to a wide variety of topics in the fields of water management
and control systems. This thesis takes part in this project in the following topics:
• Use of predictive control strategies for large-scale water systems;
• Take as real case study the Barcelona’s DWN; and
• The use of linear models for simulation of the implemented control strategies;
2.2 Drinking Water Systems
Water networks are generally composed of a large number of interconnected pipes, reservoirs,
pumps, valves and other hydraulic elements which carry water to demand nodes from the sup-
ply areas, with specific pressure levels to provide a proper service to consumers. Water sup-
ply, treatment, transport and distribution are often operated separately, by different authorities.
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Planning and management of these subsystems have different goals and time-scales. Addition-
ally, the hydraulics involved differ considerably from one to another, in particular, between
large, spatially-distributed open channel areas and pressurized water sections with distribution
to consumers. In many water systems, network operation is carried out based on heuristic ap-
proaches, operator judgement, etc., which may be very complex in large-scale interconnected
systems. Decision support systems, which are based on mathematical network and operation
models may efficiently contribute to the optimal management of water networks by computing
control strategies ahead in time, which optimize management goals. According to the discussion
presented earlier, drinking water systems present some specific characteristics which make them
especially challenging from the point of view of analysis and control. Water systems complex
dynamics are usually comprised of
• Compositional subsystems containing both continuous-variable elements;
• Storage and actuator elements with operational constraints, which are operated within a
specific physical range; and
• Distributed, large-scale architecture, since water systems may have hundreds or even
thousands of sensors, actuators and local controllers.
All the features mentioned before should be taken into account not only in the topology design
of a drinking network but also in the definition of an adequate control strategy in order to fulfil
a set of given control objectives.
2.3 Model Predictive Control
Model Predictive Control (MPC) is one of the most advanced control methodologies, which has
made a significant impact on industrial control engineering. The reason for this success can be
attributed to the fact that MPC is, perhaps, the most general way of posing the process control
problem in the time domain. MPC does not designate a specific control strategy but a very
ample range of control methods which make an explicit use of a model of the process to obtain
the control signal by minimizing an objective function. The MPC can handle multivariable
control problems, it can take into account actuator limitations and allows the operation within
constraints. The main ideas appearing in the predictive control are basically (see [Mac01] and
[CB99])
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• Explicit use of a model, to predict the process output at future time instants (horizon);
• Calculation of a control sequence to minimize an objective function; and
• Receding strategy, such that, at each execution, the horizon is displaced toward the future,
which involves the application of the first control signal of the sequence, calculated at
each step.
MPC presents a series of advantages over other methods, amongst which stand out that
• It is possible to staff with only a limited knowledge of control because the concepts are
very intuitive and at the same time the tuning is relatively easy (for small applications);
• it can be used to control a great variety of processes, from those with relatively simple
dynamics to other more complex ones;
• the multivariable case can easily be dealt with;
• it introduces feed forward control in a natural way to compensate measurable distur-
bances;
• its extension to the treatment of constraints is conceptually simple and these can be sys-
tematically included during the design process; and
• it is very useful when future references are known.
2.3.1 MPC Strategy
The methodology of all the controllers belonging to the MPC family is characterized by a set of
common elements, that are the following:
1. Prediction model, which should capture all process dynamics and allows to create a fore-
cast/prediction of the future behaviour of the system;
2. Objective function, which is, in general form, the mathematical expression that penalizes
deviations of the predicted controller outputs from a reference trajectory. The objective
function can take into account and penalize more than just one term and it allows multi-
objective cases that represents performance indexes of the system studied;
3. Control signal computation; and
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N
y(k+p|k)^
u(k+p|k)
k k+1k-1 . . . k+N. . .k+p
y(k)
u(k)
Figure 2.1: Receding Horizon philosophy
4. Constraints, which can represent physical limit of the plant, as well as constraints on the
control signals, or manipulated variables, and on the outputs.
The methodology of all the controllers belonging to the MPC family is based on an iterative,
finite horizon optimization of a plant model and it is characterized by the following strategy,
represent in Figure 2.1.
At the time k, the current plant state is sampled and a cost minimizing control strategy is com-
puted for a relatively short time in the future (N time steps). An on-line calculation is used to
explore state trajectories that emanate from the current state and find a cost-minimizing con-
trol strategy until time k + N . Only the first step of the control strategy is implemented, the
plant state is sampled again and the calculation is repeated starting from the now current state,
yielding a new control and new predicted state path. The prediction horizon keeps being shifted
forward and for this reason MPC is also called receding horizon control, and this approach
is called receding horizon strategy in [Mac01]. In order to implement this strategy, the basic
structure shown in Figure 2.2 is used.
A model is used to predict the future plant outputs, based on past and current values and on the
proposed optimal future control actions. These actions are calculated by the optimiser taking
into account the cost function (where the future tracking error is considered) as well as the
constraints.
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Optimiser
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Plant∑
-
+
U(k)Yref
Y^(k+p|k) U^(k+p|k)
Y(k)
Disturbances
Figure 2.2: Basic structure of MPC
2.3.2 Basic MPC Formulation
In most of the cases shown in the research literature, the MPC formulation is expressed in
state space and presents a generic and simple representation of the strategy. The standard MPC
problem based on the linear discrete-time prediction model is considered (see [Mac01])
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k), (2.1)
y(k) = Cx(k),
where x(k) ∈ Rn is the state vector and u(k) ∈ Rm is the vector of command variables at time
step k, and y(k) ∈ Rp is the vector of the measured output. Following the formalism of [Mac01],
for the basic formulation of a predictive control, the cost function is assumed to be quadratic and
the constraints are in the form of linear inequality. Thus, the following optimization problem
has to be solved:
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min
U
V (k) = min
U
x(k +Hp)
TPx(k +Hp) +
Hp−1∑
j=0
x(k + j)TQx(k + j)+ (2.2a)
+ u(k + j)TRu(k + j),
s.t x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k), (2.2b)
x(0) = x(k), (2.2c)
umin ≤ u(k) ≤ umax, k = 0, · · · , Hp − 1, (2.2d)
where Hp is the prediction horizon, x(0) is the initial condition of the state vector, and umin ≤
0 ≤ umax ∈ Rm define saturation constraints on inputs variables, and “≤”denotes component-
wise inequality.
Problem 2.2 can be recast as a Quadratic Programming (QP) problem (see e.g [Mac01]), whose
solution
U∗(k) , [u(0)∗T (k) · · ·u(Hp − 1)∗T (k)]T ∈ RNm (2.3)
is a sequence of optimal control inputs that generates an admissible state sequence.
At each sampling time k, Problem 2.2 is solved for the given measured (or estimated) current
state x(k). Only the first optimal move u(0)∗(k) of the optimal sequence U∗(k) is applied to
the process,
uMPC(k) = u(0)
∗(k), (2.4)
the remaining optimal moves are discarded and the optimization is repeated at time k + 1.
2.4 State of the Art in Tuning Strategies
There are a great variety of MPC tuning strategies. In [GS10], a review of the available tuning
guidelines is presented, mainly based on the DMC and GPC industrial implementations. Tuning
methods can be classified in two types: the explicit methods, based on approximations of the
system dynamics, and the empirical methods, based on simulations of the system and trial and
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error tests.
In [WGM03], a practical tuning approach is presented, with some guidelines to adjust the basic
MPC parameters, giving special emphasis in the modelling tasks.
In this section, a brief revision on the current state of the art in MPC tuning and multi-objective
optimisation techniques is presented.
2.4.1 Objective Prioritisation
In [LG05] and [GI01], mixed-integer methods, stated in [TM99] (specifically propositional
logic), are used to discretise and prioritise control objectives in an MPC strategy. One ad-
vantage of methods based on propositional logic is that control objectives are explicitly stated
and prioritised, thus avoiding some uncertainties associated with MPC controller tuning. In
mixed-integer formulations, additional constraints are added that describe whether discrete ob-
jectives have been met and whether the objectives were met in a specified ranking of priority.
Large objective function penalties are assigned if the discretised objectives are not met, and even
larger penalties are placed on not meeting objectives in order of their priority. These objective
function penalties are added to those used in the conventional MPC formulation. The result of
this formulation is a mixed-integer linear program (MILP) or a mixed-integer quadratic program
(MIQP). This formulation provides the ability to discretise any or all of the constraints and to
prioritize all of the discrete control objectives, and it even goes as far as permitting the same pri-
ority level to be assigned for any number of discrete control objectives. The main disadvantage
of these methods is the computational cost of the optimisation problem to be solved on-line.
In [KM02], a class of objective functions, that can be incorporated into a prioritised, multi-
objective optimisation problem, for which a solution can be obtained by solving a sequence of
single-objective, constrained, convex programming problems is presented. The multi-objective
problem is solved via a hierarchy of single-objective optimisation problems; the most important
optimisation problem is solved first and the solution to this problem is then used to impose
additional constraints on the second optimisation and so on.
2.4.2 Multi-Objective Optimisation Techniques Applied to MPC
Multi-objective optimisation techniques can be applied to the MPC problem formulation in or-
der to ensure that the objectives of the control problem are balanced in function of a management
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strategy. In this thesis a priori MOO methods have been reviewed, in which, the Pareto front
of the problem is calculated first and then a solution point is selected, using a decision making
strategy.
Pareto Front Calculation
In [DD98], the Normal Boundary Intersection (NBI) method is stated, presenting a graphical-
based approach to calculate the Pareto front of non-linear MOO problems. Besides the statement
of the NBI method, an algorithm to generate an even distribution of weighting factors, and, an
explicit relation between the Pareto front points and the weights of the MOO problem, stated as
a weighted sum, are presented.
In [MIYM03], the Normalised Normal Constraints (NNC) method to calculate the Pareto front
of non-linear MOO problems, is introduced, putting special focus on the normalisation of the
MOO problem and an even distribution of the Pareto front points. The main drawback of the
NNC method is that the normalisation scheme has a good behaviour only in a two objectives
MOO problem. In [SMBS08], two enhancements in the normalisation scheme of the NNC
method, both based in an exact linear transformation of the anchor points, but differenced in how
those anchor points are defined; proposing thus the Enhanced Normalised Normal Constraints
(ENNC) method, that ensures that the unscaled design space will always be mapped into the
same normalised design space. In [Lm10], an explicit relation between the Pareto front points,
calculated with the ENNC method, and the weights of the MOO problem stated as a weighted
sum is proposed. The main drawback of the methods mentioned before is that they turn a convex
problem into a non-convex one. This increases the complexity and calculation time of the Pareto
front dramatically.
The weighted sum (WS) method is the most used approach to solve the MOO problem, and it
have two major advantages, its simplicity and the preservation of the convexity of the problem.
In [MA10], the WS method is reviewed and new insights in the investigation of the fundamental
significance of the weights in terms of preferences, the Pareto optimal set, and objective-function
values are exposed. In [KdW06], an adaptive weighted sum (AWS) method is proposed. The
advantage of this approach is the generation of a well-distributed Pareto front mesh, even for
non-convex problems; nevertheless the statement of the additional equality constraints is not
simple.
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Decision Making
Picking a desirable point out of the Pareto optimal solutions involves a decision maker. The
decision maker is a person who has insights into the problem and who is able to express pref-
erence relations between different solutions. A decision making (DM) algorithm is necessary
to point out a solution from the calculated points of the Pareto front (see [DGG+06]). An al-
ternative to an a priori DM strategy is to use a goal programming technique, as is presented in
[Mie99]. [Ada08] presents a critical mass of research on the most up-to-date research on human
and computer support of managerial decision making.
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CHAPTER 3
PREDICTIVE CONTROL APPLIED TO
DRINKING WATER NETWORKS
In this chapter, the Drinking Water Network control problem is stated. In Section 3.1, the
modelling principles of DWN and the Aggregate case study are described. In Section 3.2, the
predictive control strategy, applied to the DWN problem, is illustrated. At the end of this chapter,
a description of the control objectives and the statement of the multi-objective optimisation
problem are presented.
3.1 Modelling Principles of Drinking Water Networks and Prelim-
inary Case Study
Control-oriented modelling principles of DWNs have been presented in the literature (see
[BU94]). In order to obtain the DWN control-oriented model, the constitutive elements and
basic relationships are introduced (see [OMPC+09]).
3.1.1 DWN Model Components
Tanks
Water tanks are modelled using a mass balance expression related with the stored water volume
x, inflows and outflows. For the i-th tank, the discrete time expression is
19
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xi(k + 1) = xi(k) + ∆t
(∑
qin, i(k)−
∑
qout, i(k)
)
, (3.1)
where
• xi(k) is the volume of the i-th tank at time k in m3;
• ∆t is the sampling time in seconds;
• qin, i(k) is the inflow to the i-th tank at time k in m3/s; and
• qout, i(k) is the outflow flow from the i-th tank at time k in m3/s.
Inflows are treated as manipulated variables. Outflows are modelled as manipulated variables
or measured disturbances (sector of consume).
The model of a tank includes a physical constraint expressed as
xmini ≤ xi(k) ≤ xmaxi , (3.2)
where xmini and x
max
i are given in m
3.
Actuators
In order to control the flow, two kind of actuators are considered: valves and pumps. Setpoints
of the regulatory flow control loops are taken as inputs of the model (manipulated variables),
denoted as u. Both actuators have physical constraints, which are expressed as
umini ≤ ui(k) ≤ umaxi , (3.3)
where umini and u
max
i are given in m
3/s.
In terms of economic costs, it is more expensive to control flows with pumping stations than
with valves.
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Nodes
Nodes are points of the network where flows are merged or splitted. They are represented as
mass balance relations and are modelled as equality constraints of inflows and outflows of the
nodes in the following way:
∑
qin, i(k) =
∑
qout, i(k). (3.4)
Sectors of Consume
Sectors of consume represent the water demand made by DWN users of a specific geographical
area; they are modelled as measured disturbances of the system. In this application a forecast of
demands is used in the statement of the MPC scheme.
3.1.2 DWN Linear Model
Considering the above expressions, a linear state-space model for control purposes has been
stated as follows:
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) +Bu(k) +Bpd(k), (3.5a)
Eu(k) + Edd(k) = 0, (3.5b)
where
• x(k) ∈Rn is the state vector of water volumes corresponding to the n tanks. All the states
are supposed to be measurable;
• u(k) ∈ Rm is the vector of manipulated flows through the m actuators;
• d(k) ∈ Rp is the vector of demands acting as measured disturbances for the p sectors of
consume;
• A, B and Bp are state-space system matrices; and
• E and Ed are matrices of suitable dimensions that describe the mass balance relation of
the nodes.
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Source
Sector of Consume
Valve
Pump
Tank
Node
d125PAL
d110PAP
d54REL
c125PAL
c70PAL
c110PAP
c10COR
aMSbMS
CPIV
NOP258
AportA
VALMA
NOP18
VALMA45
CPII
VALMA47
Figure 3.1: Three-Tanks System Scheme
3.1.3 Preliminary Case Study: Small Water Network
A small system, extracted from the Barcelona DWN, is presented as an example in order to
introduce the representative elements of a water network and because of its easy handling. In
Figure 3.1 a diagram of the system is presented in order to illustrate the elements and their
relation. Table 3.1 shows the model properties and variable names.
Using (3.5), the case-study system is defined by
A =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
 , B =

0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0
∆t, (3.6)
Bp =

−1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
∆t,
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Table 3.1: Three-Tanks System Variables
Type Name Model Variable Low Limit High Limit
Tank d125PAL x1 150 470
d110PAP x2 375 960
d54REL x3 800 3100
Valve VALMA u1 0 1.297
VALMA45 u2 0 0.050
VALMA47 u3 0 0.120
Pump bMS u4 0 0.0150
CPIV u5 0 0.0317
CPII u6 0 0.0220
Node NOP18 - - -
NOP258 - - -
Source AportA - - -
aMS - - -
Sector c125PAL d1 - -
of c70PAL d2 - -
Consume c110PAP d3 - -
c10COR d4 - -
and the mass-balance equalities
u1(k) = u2(k) + u3(k) + u6(k), (3.7a)
u2(k) = u5(k) + d2(k). (3.7b)
Collecting previous expressions in the shape of (3.5b), matrices E and Ed are
E =
[
1 −1 −1 0 0 −1
0 1 0 0 −1 0
]
, Ed =
[
0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
]
. (3.8)
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3.1.4 Case-study Description
The water transport network of Barcelona is used as the main case study of this thesis. This
network covers a territorial extension of 425 km2, with a total pipe length of 4470 km. Every
year, it supplies 237,7 hm3 of drinking water to a population over 2,8 millions of inhabitants.
The network has a centralized telecontrol system, organized in a two-level architecture. At the
upper level, a supervisory control system installed in the control centre of AGBAR1 is in charge
of managing the whole network by taking into account operational constraints and consumer
demands. This upper level provides the set-points for the lower-level control system. The lower
level optimizes the pressure profile to minimize losses due to leakage and to provide sufficient
water pressure, e.g., for high-rise buildings.
This thesis considers an aggregate version of the Barcelona DWN, which is a representative
version of the entire network developed cooperatively by the AGBAR Company and the SAC
research group. In the aggregate model, some consumer demand sectors of the network are
concentrated in a single point. Similarly, some tanks are aggregated in a single element and the
respective actuators are considered as a single pumping station or valve.
The control variables are required to compute the change in the state of the network produced
by a control action. There, the model just considers the mass conservation law related to water
flows, so the equations that describe the system dynamics are integrator-like, hence linear. A
further extension of the model would include, for instance, the non-linear relations between
flow and pressure.
A convenient description of the model of a DWN is obtained by considering the set of flows
through the actuator elements as the vector of control variables and the set of reservoir volumes
as a vector of observable state variables. Since the user demands are instantly measurable but
unknown, they are considered as measurable disturbances and, since the model is used for pre-
diction purposes, appropriated demand forecasts are used. The aggregate network (Figure 3.2)
is comprised of 17 tanks (state variables), 61 actuators (26 pumping stations and 35 valves),
11 nodes and 25 main sectors of water demand. The model has been simulated and compared
against real behaviour assessing its validity.
1AGBAR: Aguas de Barcelona, S.A. Company which manages the Barcelona DWN.
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Figure 3.2: Aggregate case of the Barcelona Drinking Water Network
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3.2 MPC Applied to DWN
Drinking water management in urban areas is a subject of increasing concern as cities grow.
Limited water supplies, conservation and sustainability policies, as well as the infrastructure
complexity for meeting consumer demands with appropriate flow, pressure and quality levels
make water management a challenging control problem. Decision support systems provide use-
ful guidance for operators in complex networks, where resources management best actions are
not intuitive. Optimization and optimal control techniques provide an important contribution to
a smart management strategy computation for drinking water networks (DWN) (see [NSQ96],
[WVKC03] and [TTY05]). Similarly, problems related to modelling and control of water sup-
ply, transport and distribution systems have been object of important research efforts during the
last few years (see [BU94] and [CWQ+00]).
3.2.1 Control Objectives
An MPC design for a DWN should satisfy the operational objectives described in the sections
below (see [OMPC+09] for further details).
Water Production and Transport Cost
Main economic costs associated to drinking water production are due to chemicals (used in
water treatment), legal canons and electricity costs. The electric cost associated to pumping
stations is described by the following linear expression:
f1(k) = ωα(α1 + α2(k))u(k)∆t, (3.9)
where
• u(k) is the manipulated variables vector at time k;
• α1 is a known vector related to economic costs of water treatment;
• α2(k) is a known time-varying vector associated to economic cost of water flows related
to pumping stations. The time dependence is given by the (electric) pumping cost, which
varies along the day; and
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• ωα is the water production and transport cost function weight.
Safety Storage Term Based on Soft Constraints
The main idea is to penalise quadratically the predicted volumes that goes down from a pre-
established value (defining a soft constraint). Hence, the decision vector has been extended in
order to include those penalisation variables (denoted as ε).
quadratic penalty
past future
Soft Constraint
Hard Constraint
Hard Constraint
Tank
Volume
Time
Figure 3.3: Scheme of active set theory
The objective function has been defined in the following way:
f2(k) = ε(k)
>Wxε(k), (3.10)
where
• Wx is the weighting matrix; and
• ε(k) is the amount of the soft constraint violation, and has been defined such that when
there is no violation, then ε = 0. When there is a violation, is equal to the absolute amount
of it in m3, therefore ε ≥ 0.
In the Figure 3.3, a graphical explanation of the soft constraint strategy is presented. The soft-
constraint violation is highlighted and, in the optimisation scheme, is quadratically penalised
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(see [Adr10] for details).
Smoothness of Control Actions
It is desirable to avoid excessive variations in the control actions, given the flow-based nature of
the system model. Pumping stations and valves should operate smoothly avoiding big “steps”
in the pressurised pipes. This quadratic term is expressed as
f3(k) = ∆u(k)
>Wu∆u(k), (3.11)
where
• ∆u(k) is the vector of control signal variations, defined as ∆u(k) , u(k) − u(k − 1);
and
• Wu is the weighting matrix associated to the smoothness of control actions (slew rate).
3.2.2 Cost Function Statement
Control objective functions (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) lead to define a MOO performance function
in the following way:
J =
Hu−1∑
i=0
f1(k + i|k) +
Hp∑
i=1
f2(k + i|k) +
Hu−1∑
i=0
f3(k + i|k), (3.12)
where Hp and Hu are the prediction and control horizons, respectively.
3.2.3 Prediction Model
In order to design an MPC control law, a prediction model, based on the state-space representa-
tion (3.5) of the system, has been stated in the following way:
X = σ + ΛU + ΥD, (3.13)
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where
X =

x(k + 1)
x(k + 2)
...
x(k +Hu)
...
x(k +Hp)

, σ =

A
A2
...
AHu
...
AHp

x(k),
Λ =

B 0 0 · · · 0
AB B 0 · · · 0
A2B AB 0 · · · 0
...
...
... · · · ...
AHu−1B AHu−2B · · · · · · B
...
... · · · · · · ...
AHp−1B AHp−2B · · · · · · ∑Hp−Hui=0 AiB

, U =

u(k)
u(k + 1)
...
u(k +Hu − 1)
 ,
Υ =

Bp 0 0 · · · 0
ABp Bp 0 · · · 0
A2Bp ABp 0 · · · 0
...
...
... · · · ...
AHu−1Bp AHu−2Bp · · · · · · Bp
...
... · · · · · · ...
AHp−1Bp AHp−2Bp · · · · · ·
∑Hp−Hu
i=0 A
iBp

, D =

d(k)
d(k + 1)
...
d(k +Hu − 1)
...
d(k +Hp − 1)

,
(3.14)
and
• X is the of vector predicted state values (system outputs in this model) over Hp;
• U is the vector of predicted control actions over Hu;
• D is the vector of forecast disturbances over Hp;
• x(k) , x0, is the vector of initial conditions; and
• σ, Λ and Υ are matrices of suitable dimensions.
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3.2.4 Optimisation Problem
The MPC is an optimisation problem indeed. In this section, the optimisation problem behind
the DWN MPC is stated.
Objective functions F1, F2, and F3 are the expansion of objective functions (3.9), (3.10), and
(3.11) over the prediction horizon, for the MPC formulation and have been defined as
F1 = αWαU , (3.15a)
F2 = ε
>WXε, (3.15b)
F3 = ∆U>WU∆U . (3.15c)
By using (3.13), F1 can be rewritten in terms of ∆U . Now, a new optimisation variable has been
defined, in order to write all the cost functions in terms of it,
Z = [∆U ε]>. (3.16)
Hence, each term of (3.15) can be expressed as a quadratic function. Thus the MPC MOO
problem has been stated in the following way:
MPC : min
Z
γ1F1(Z) + γ2F2(Z) + γ3F3(Z), (3.17a)
subject to
ΩZ ≤ ω (inequality constraints), (3.17b)
HZ = h (equality constraints), (3.17c)
(3.17d)
where
• Fi(Z) = Z>ΦiZ + φ>i Z + ρi, is the general quadratic expression for each objective
function;
• γ1, γ2, and γ3 are the weighting factors of the MPC MOO problem; and
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• Ω, ω, H , and h are matrices of suitable dimensions that have been calculated in order
to impose the necessary constraints related to the physical limits and mass balance at
network nodes expressed in (3.2), (3.3) and (3.5b). Additionally, these matrices also
collect inequalities related to the formulation of the safety objective in Section 3.2.1 (see
[Adr10]).
Remark 3.1. Given the linear nature of F1, notice that Φ1 = 0, yielding a LP problem.
Remark 3.2. Note that objective functions F2 and F3 are quadratic functions of Z and do not
have bias.
Remark 3.3. The weighting factors γ1, γ2, and γ3, together with the normalisation of the MPC
objective functions, are the tuning parameters related with this thesis.
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CHAPTER 4
PARETO FRONT CALCULATION OF A
MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMISATION
PROBLEM
In this chapter, three methods to calculate the Pareto front of a MOO are described. In Section
4.1, the Normalised Normal Constraints method is presented with a normalisation scheme, then,
an improvement of the NNC method, called Enhanced Normalised Normal Constraints, is pre-
sented with two normalisation schemes. Next, the normalised weighted sum approach, which
takes advantage of one of the normalisation schemes, is exposed.
4.1 Normalised Normal Constraints
The Normalised Normal Constraints (NNC) method is used for generating a set of evenly-spaced
solutions on a Pareto frontier (see [MIYM03], [MM04] and [SMBS08]). In this section, the
NNC method is reviewed.
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4.1.1 Problem Statement
Consider the MOO problem
min
x
[F1(x) F2(x) . . . Fnf (x)] , (4.1a)
subject to
g(x) ≤ 0,
h(x) = 0,
xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax, (4.1b)
where
• x is the vector of decision variables;
• F1(x), F2(x), . . . , Fnf (x) are the objective functions;
• nf is the number of objective functions;
• g(x) and h(x) are the vector inequality and equality constraints, respectively; and
• xmin and xmax are vectors of lower and upper bounds for decision variables.
The NNC method is based on a sequence of systematic design space reductions. The design
space is reduced through imposing additional constraints (from now reduction constraints) on
the MOO problem. The following sections explain how the design space and Pareto front are
obtained.
4.1.2 Normalisation
To avoid scaling deficiencies, the optimisation is performed in the normalised space (Figure
4.1). In order to normalise the MOO problem, the following calculations must be done:
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(a) Normalisation Points (b) Normalised Desgin Space
Figure 4.1: Normalisation of the Design Space
1. Calculate the anchor points (F ∗i ) defined as
F ∗i =
[
F1(x
i∗) F2(xi∗) . . . Fnf (xi∗)
]>
, (4.2a)
where xi∗ is defined as
xi∗ = arg min
x
Fi(x), (4.2b)
subject to (4.1b). Note that the anchor points define the extremes of the Pareto frontier.
Additionally, anchor points are defined matricially in the following way:
F ∗ =
[
F ∗1 F
∗
2 . . . F
∗
nf
]
. (4.3)
2. Calculate the utopia point (F u) defined as
F u =
[
F u1 F
u
2 . . . F
u
nf
]>
, (4.4a)
where
F ui = min{Fi(x1∗) . . . Fi(xnf∗)}, i = (1, . . . , nf). (4.4b)
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3. Calculate the nadir point (FN ) defined as
FN =
[
FN1 F
N
2 . . . F
N
nf
]>
, (4.5a)
where
FNi = max{Fi(x1∗) . . . Fi(xnf∗)}, i = (1, . . . , nf). (4.5b)
Finally, each normalised objective function is defined in the following way:
F i(x) =
Fi(x)− F ui
li
, i = (1, . . . , nf), (4.6)
where li came from the vector L = [l1 l2 . . . lnf ]
> that is the difference between the nadir
and utopia points, i.e., L = FN − F u.
4.1.3 Pareto Front Generation
In order to calculate the Pareto front points, the following calculations must be done:
1. Calculate the utopia plane (or hyperplane) vector, defined as
Nk = F
nf∗ − F k∗, k = (1, . . . , nf − 1), (4.7)
where each vector Nk represents the direction from the normalised anchor point for the
nf objective (Fnf∗) to the normalised anchor point corresponding to the k objective
(F k∗).
2. Calculate the normalised increments along the direction of each vector Nk for a pre-
scribed number of mk divisions. A normalised increment δk is defined as
δk =
1
mk − 1 , k = (1, . . . , nf − 1), (4.8)
Thus, a set of even distributed points Xpj over the normalised utopia hyperplane can be
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calculated as:
Xpj =
nf∑
k=1
αkjF
k∗
, (4.9a)
where
αkj = [0, 1, . . . , mk − 1] δk, k = (1, . . . , nf − 1), (4.9b)
αnf,j = 1−
nf−1∑
k=1
αkj . (4.9c)
The αkj coeficients must accomplish the following property:
nf∑
k=1
αkj = 1. (4.9d)
3. Define (and solve) the following sub-problem
min
x
Fnf (x), (4.10a)
subject to
g(x) ≤ 0,
h(x) = 0,
xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax, (4.10b)
N
>
k
(
F −Xpj
) ≤ 0, (4.10c)
where F =
[
F 1(x) . . . Fnf (x)
]>.
Figure 4.2 shows the discretisation of the utopia plane and the effect of additional con-
straints over the design space.
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(a) Evenly spaced points on the utopia line (b) Normal constraint
Figure 4.2: Bi-objective Normalised Normal Constraint
4.2 Enhanced Normalised Normal Constraints
Calculation of the normalised utopia hyperplane and an even distribution of Pareto front points
are key requirements in the development of the NNC method. In the normalised design space,
it is desired that the anchor points have the following coordinates:
F
1∗
= [0 1 . . . 1]>,
F
2∗
= [1 0 . . . 1]>,
...
F
nf∗
= [1 1 . . . 0]>, (4.11)
where F i∗, i = 1 . . . nf , are the normalised anchor points.
In general, when the MOO problem presents “disparate” objectives scales, condition (4.11) will
not always be fulfilled and the normalised objective space will not be preserved. For this reason,
a solution with an exact linear transformation between the anchor points and the normalised ones
is proposed in the Enhanced Normalised Normal Constraints (ENNC) method (see [SMBS08]).
The problem statement for the ENNC method is the same as the NNC. The only variation is the
normalisation scheme, described in the next section.
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4.2.1 Normalisation
In order to normalise the MOO problem, the following steps must be fulfilled:
1. Calculate the difference matrix Ψ, defined as
Ψ = F ∗ − [F u F u . . . F u] , (4.12a)
=

F1(x
1∗)− F u1 F1(x2∗)− F u1 . . . F1(xnf∗)− F u1
F2(x
1∗)− F u2 F2(x2∗)− F u2 . . . F2(xnf∗)− F u2
...
...
. . .
...
Fnf (x
1∗)− F unf Fnf (x2∗)− F unf . . . Fnf (xnf∗)− F unf

nf×nf
. (4.12b)
2. Calculate the matrix of linear transformation T in the following way:
T =


1 1 . . . 1
1 1 . . . 1
...
...
. . .
...
1 1 . . . 1
− Inf

Ψ−1, (4.13a)
=

0 1 . . . 1
1 0 . . . 1
...
...
. . .
...
1 1 . . . 0
Ψ−1. (4.13b)
3. Calculate the normalised objective functions
F = T (F − F u) . (4.14)
4.2.2 Normalisation Based on Pseudo Anchor Points
In [SMBS08], a new normalisation scheme approach, based in a new definition of the anchor
points, called pseudo anchor points, is presented. The pseudo anchor points have been defined
as
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F ∗∗ =

F u1 F
N
1 . . . F
N
1
FN2 F
u
2 . . . F
N
2
...
. . .
FNnf F
N
nf . . . F
u
nf

nf×nf
. (4.15)
Remark 4.1. Condition (4.11) applied to the pseudo anchor points, F ∗∗, will always be fulfilled
in spite of disparate objectives scales.
Taking advantage of the pseudo anchor points, Ψ and T can be re-calculated using (4.12) and
(4.13), respectively.
Remark 4.2. Matrix T , calculated with pseudo anchor points, will always be diagonal with
elements
tjj =
1
FNj − F uj
; ∀ j ∈ 1, . . . , nf. (4.16)
4.2.3 Pareto Front Generation
The Pareto front generation scheme is the same as the NNC method shown in Section 4.1.3.
4.3 Normalised Weighted Sum
The weighted sum method allows the multi-objective optimisation problem to be cast as a single-
objective function, constructed as a sum of objective functions multiplied by weighting coeffi-
cients (see [DGG+06]). This method has been used extensively to provide multiple solution
points by varying the weighting factors consistently, moreover, has been used to provide a sin-
gle solution point that reflects preferences incorporated in the selection of a single set of weights
(see [MA10]).
As different objective functions can have different magnitude, normalisation of objectives is
required to get a consistent Pareto solution. In this section, the normalisation scheme exposed
in Section 4.2.2 is used with the weighted sum method.
In [DD98], a procedure to get a grid of weighting factors is presented. Hence, for a given
number of objective functions and a separation between weights (δ), a matrix W of dimensions
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nf × np, where
np =
(
nf + 1δ − 1
1
δ
)
,
=
(
nf + 1δ − 1
)
!(
1
δ
)
! (nf − 1)! (4.17)
is the number of points in the Pareto front, hence the number of problems to be solved1. W
contains all the possible combinations of weights for the MOO problem.
In the NWS, each point is defined as
J
i
= w>i F , (4.18)
with the condition
nf∑
j=1
wi(j) = 1, (4.19)
where wi, a vector of nf weights, is the i-th column of W , i = 1 . . . np, and F is the vector of
normalised functions calculated using the approach presented in Section 4.2.2.
Remark 4.3. The minimisation of (4.18) provides a sufficient condition for Pareto optimality if
the problem is convex (see [Mie99]).
Remark 4.4. An advantage of the NWS method, in comparison with (E)NNC, is that the calcu-
lation of Pareto front points remain convex if the objective functions are convex.
4.4 Comparison of Pareto Front Calculation Methods
Table 4.1 shows a comparison between the tested Pareto front calculations methods, the first
one is the NNC, after, the enhanced NNC (ENNC) and the variation of it, using pseudo anchor
points (ENNCP), both of them presented in [SMBS08]. Finally, the normalised weighted sum
(NWS) method, which takes advantage of the normalisation scheme proposed in the ENNCP, is
compared.
1Also for the NNC, ENNC, and ENNCP methods.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of Pareto Front Calculation Methods
Method
Pareto Point and Weights
Pros ConsImplicit Relation Explicit Relation
NNC
√
X Front exploration Normalisation
CPU time
Convexity of subproblems
ENNC
√ √
Front exploration CPU time
Normalisation Convexity of subproblems
ENNCP
√
X Front exploration CPU Time
Normalisation Convexity of subproblems
NWS
√ √
CPU time Front exploration
Preserve convexity
CHAPTER 5
MPC TUNING STRATEGY
In this chapter, a brief introduction to the forecast model used predict the behaviour if water
demands is presented. Next, a decision making strategy that allows to select a solution point
from the Pareto front is introduced. In Section 5.3, two MPC tuning strategies, which take
advantage of the DM algorithm, are proposed.
5.1 DWN Demands and its Importance for the Supervisory Control
Strategy
The forecast of future water demands values is an important topic in the optimal control of a
DWN. The most reliable the forecast is, the most performance in the control strategy will be
achieved.
The DWN predictive controller, reviewed in this thesis, incorporates explicit information of
water demands over the prediction horizon. Those information have been calculated using a sta-
tistical forecast model, created specially to AGBAR. The forecast model uses a variation of the
Holt-Winters time series for forecasting, known as Double Seasonal Exponential Smoothing,
that can handle with two seasonal behaviours, in this case, a daily and a weekly (see [Win60]
and [Tay03]). This type of forecast model has shown a good performance generating the predic-
tion of water demands, and handling in a good way the periodical behaviour of this important
variable.
Other automatic control strategies have different techniques to handle disturbances. Most of
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them only take them into account as constant terms or just consider the use robust control meth-
ods to treat those disturbances as uncertainties within the system models. In this case, the ex-
plicit incorporation of the water demand forecasts help to accomplish the called objective zero
of the DWN predictive control strategy, i.e., to satisfy the consumer water demands at every
time.
5.2 Decision Making Algorithm for Multi-Objective Optimisation
As was said in Section 2.4.2, a DM algorithm is necessary to point out a solution from the
multiple solutions, given by a Pareto front. The labour of the decision maker can be automated
using a decision making algorithm.
5.2.1 DM Based on a Management Point
In this section, a DM strategy, based on the minimum distance to a point over the normalised
design space, is proposed. The main idea is to define this management point (MP) and calculate
de minimum euclidean distance from the MP and the solutions of the Pareto front. The selected
solution is calculated in the following way:
XMP = argmin ‖J i −MP‖, i = 1 . . . np, (5.1)
where
• J i is the i-th point of the obtained Pareto front; and
• MP is the Management Point. An example could be the point [0 0 0]>, supposed to
be the best trade-off for equality among the objectives.
5.2.2 DM and Prioritisation
In order to establish a prioritisation scheme, a management point (MP) based on prioritisation
percentages (PP) has been defined as
MP = [mp1 mp2 . . . mpnf ]
>, (5.2)
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where
• mpi is the i-th coordinate of the MP, defined as
(100− ppi)FNi
100
; (5.3)
• ppi is the priority percentage of the objective function i (100 is the maximum priority
percentage), defined by the user as PP = [pp1 pp2 . . . ppnf ]; and
• FNi is the i-th normalised nadir point. If the ENNC method is used to obtain the nor-
malised Pareto front, the nadir point in the design space will be [1 1 1]>.
In Figure 5.1, a graphical explanation of the DM algorithm is presented. The applied control
action corresponds to the solution point, which is the one who has the minimum distance to the
management point defined previously.
Remark 5.1. The introduced DM strategy is a posteriori articulation of preferences due to a
solution point is selected after the calculation of Pareto front points (see [MA10]).
Remark 5.2. If this DM strategy is used in an on-line implementation, calculation time must be
taken into account because the computational cost of calculate the Pareto front at each sample
time is high.
5.3 Tuning Strategy Proposal
In this section two tuning strategy, derived from the DM strategy introduced previously, are
presented. The main idea is to avoid the calculation of the Pareto front at each MPC iteration by
creating a model between the weight combination, used in the solution point J∗, and an average
of water demands, d˜.
5.3.1 Histogram Based Weighting Factors Combination
The idea behind the MPC tuning strategy presented in this section consists in selecting the most
employed combination of weights by the DM algorithm. The steps to get the most used MPC
weights are the following:
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1. Calculate the Pareto front of the problem using the NWS method;
2. Using the proposed DM strategy, relate the selected solution points with its corresponding
weighting combinations (a column of matrix W ). The columns of matrix W related with
the solution points must be stored in a vector of weighting combination indices (ωidx);
and
3. Calculate the histogram of ωidx and select the most used weighting combination.
This simple tuning strategy can be used as a starting point for an empirical tuning of MPC
weights.
5.3.2 Model Based Weighting Factors Combination
1. Steps (1) and (2) of the previous tuning strategy;
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Figure 5.2: Tuning Strategy Flowchart
2. Calculate a regression model of ωidx in function of the average of water demands (d˜); and
3. Use the regression model from the previous step, from now ωreg(d˜), for the calculation
of weighting combinations in the online MPC application.
Figure 5.2 shows a flowchart of the proposed tuning strategy process. The output data of the
second process, ωidx, is the weighting combination index, defined as the column of matrix W ,
that corresponds to the weighting combination used in the solution point, J∗. It has been seen
that there is a relation between ωidx and the average demand, d˜, hence, a linear regression model
can be calculated in order to modify the weighting factors in function of the variations of d˜, i.e,
ωidx = f(d˜), (5.4)
where f : R→ Z and d˜ ∈ R.
Remark 5.3. The use of any of the Pareto front calculation methods and the proposed DM
strategy constitute an implicit MPC tuning strategy.
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CHAPTER 6
SIMULATION AND RESULTS
In this chapter, simulation results are exposed. The reviewed Pareto front calculation methods
have been used to generate the Pareto set of the MPC MOO problem, applied to the aggregate
model of the transport DWN of Barcelona. The proposed decision making strategy has been
evaluated using two Pareto front calculation methods and Key Performance Indicators are in-
troduced in order to compare the obtained results. At the end of the chapter, a obtained linear
regression model, created in order to test the proposed tuning strategy is presented. Finally, a
comparison between results obtained by using the tuning strategies presented in Section 5.3, and
two MPC implementations with fixed weighting factors.
6.1 Key Performance Indicators
In order to compare results obtained from the different tuning strategies, three Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) have been defined based on the DWN objective functions. In this section, a
brief description of the KPI is presented.
6.1.1 Economic KPI
This performance indicator is involved with the water transportation costs and has been defined
based on the Water Production and Transport Cost (3.9), in the following way:
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KPIAC =
∆t
N
N∑
k=1
(α1 + α2(k))u(k), (6.1)
where
• ∆t is the sample time in seconds (∆t = 3600);
• N is the number of samples considered in the evaluation; and
• (α1 + α2(k)) is the economical term associated to the control action u(k), at time k.
6.1.2 Safety KPI
This performance indicator is related to volume-regulation strategy of the tanks. The main idea
is to evaluate the mean value of the soft constraint limit violations. Therefore, the safety KPI
has been defined as
KPIsafe =
1
N
N∑
k=1
ε(k), (6.2)
where ε(k) denotes the amount of the soft constraint violation (defined in Section 3.2.1) at time
k.
6.1.3 Smoothness KPI
This performance indicator is related to the smoothness of control movements and is defined as
KPI∆u =
1
(N − 1)
N∑
k=2
(∆u(k))2, (6.3)
where ∆u(k) is the incremental control movement applied at time k.
Remark 6.1. In all the presented KPI, a reduction of their values implies better results.
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6.1.4 Baseline Performance
It is necessary to define a baseline performance, in order to compare the obtained results. Usu-
ally, the baseline is defined by the decision maker and is calculated using the KPI over an
specified period, in which the behaviour of the system was close to be the nominal.
6.2 Simulations and Results
In this section some simulation results are presented. The selected system is the aggregate model
of the Barcelona DWN. All the simulations have been done over a time period of three days with
a prediction and control horizon of eight hours.
The MPC strategy is based on the implemented by the WATMAN research group (see [JOM09]).
Simulations have been done using the TOMLAB R© optimisation package for Matlab R© and
the TomSym modelling tool (see [HGE09]), wich allows to state the problem in an intuitive
way. The computer used for the simulations is a PC Intel R© CoreTM2 Duo CPU T9600 run-
ning at 2.80GHz with 4.0GiB of RAM. The software versions are Matlab R© R2006a and
TOMLAB R© 7.3.
This section has been divided in three parts. In the first one, Pareto front calculations with dif-
ferent methods are presented. In the second part, some results with the proposed DM strategy
(see Section 5.2 for details) are shown. Next, results obtained from the proposed tuning strate-
gies are exposed, including the resultant weighting combination model. Finally, a comparison
between four MPC strategies is presented and discussed.
6.2.1 Pareto Front Generation for the DWN Problem
The interesting feature about getting the Pareto front in an MPC problem is that, at each iteration,
the front changes as a function of the disturbances.
In order to calculate the Pareto front points, two solvers have been used. For the methods in-
volved with normal constraints (NNC and ENNC), anchor points have been calculated using the
TOMLAB/CPLEX solver, and, for the calculation the front points, the TOMLAB/SNOPT solver
has been used. As has been exposed previously, the NWS optimisation problems are convex,
hence, in order to calculate Pareto front points with this method, only the TOMLAB/CPLEX
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Figure 6.1: Rate of Solver Errors for the ENNC
solver has been used.
Solver Errors
Mainly, due to the non-linear characteristic of the (E)NNC sub-problems, three kind of optimi-
sation errors have been observed
• Infeasibility problem errors;
• Resource limit errors, related to the maximum number of iterations; and
• Numerical errors, related to ill-conditioning issues.
The error-rate, defined as 100(ne/np) (where ne is the number of solver errors and np is the
number of Pareto front points), has been collected in the simulation, in order to check it and
define some corrective configurations, such as, increase the maximum iteration number, choose
a knowledge-based starting point and activate the problem-scaling option. In Figure 6.1 the
error-rate evolution along time is presented, and a comparison between the solver error-rate
before and after the corrective configurations.
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Figure 6.2: Pareto Front and Anchor points Variations Obtained with NNC
Remark 6.2. Each corrective configuration, for the non-linear solver, implies a longer calcula-
tion time.
Pareto Front Calculation with NNC
It has been proved that the NNC normalisation method is not suitable for problems with more
than two objectives and disparate scales. In Figure 6.2, a simulation for three iterations using
the NNC method presented in Section 4.1 is shown. It can be seen that the utopia plane varies
along time, hence, this method has been discarded for the implementation of a DM strategy.
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the ENNC method
Pareto Front Calculation with ENNC
In order to illustrate the evolution of the Pareto front along the time, Figure 6.3 shows the
obtained points, with different perspectives, for a 72 hours simulation; the utopia plane has been
drawn in light-grey colour along with the 3D plots, in order to show the whole design space.
The presented Pareto front was calculated using the ENNC method.
In Figure 6.3 it can be seen that the generated Pareto front is not always positive, even if the
objective functions are always positive. This result is not guaranteed to work with the proposed
DM scheme, since the management point is always positive.
In order to avoid the negative points over de normalised design space, the normalisation scheme
described in section 4.2.2 has been used to generate the Pareto front. Figure 6.4 shows the
obtained Pareto front. It can be seen that the Pareto front does not have negative points, and
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the ENNCP method
hence, it is compatible with the proposed DM algorithm.
Pareto Front Calculation with NWS
Figure 6.5 shows the obtained Pareto front for the 3-days simulation considering the NWS ap-
proach presented in Section 4.3. It can be seen that the obtained Pareto front is compatible with
the proposed DM algorithm, because all the Pareto points are positive. Note that the explored
space is notably smaller than the explored with the ENNCP method.
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6.2.2 DM Strategy Simulations
Using the DM strategy stated in Section 5.2, six simulations have been performed considering
different Pareto front calculation methods and management points definitions, using the normal-
isation with pseudo-anchor points. The results are presented taking into account that the nominal
performance is achieved from the second day of simulation. The selected baseline performance
is the one with the best trade-off between the objectives, that is, MP=[0 0 0]> (PP=[100 100
100]>).
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Table 6.1: KPIs for the DM Strategy Using the ENNCP Method
Priority Percentages
Economic KPI Safety KPI Smoothness KPI
Day 2 Day 3 Day 2 Day 3 Day 2 Day 3
[100 100 100] 34.3553 33.7995 3873.5 3888.2 0.0040 0.0042
[100 75 50] 34.0348 33.5804 3900.5 3878.1 0.1699 0.1549
[50 100 75] 39.6096 38.9024 4195.9 3931.9 0.0495 0.0538
[75 50 100] 38.1425 36.4246 3716.1 3678.3 0.0019 0.0006
DM Algorithm Applied to a Pareto Front Calculated with the ENNCP Method
The obtained results are presented in Table 6.1. In the first column, the values of the economic
KPI are compared; in the second column, the values of the safety KPI are compared; and, in
the third column, the values of the smoothness of control actions KPI are compared. The idea
behind the definition of priority percentages is to establish a tuning parameter, from the DM
algorithm point of view, specifically, a prioritisation procedure. In the results obtained with
PP=[100 75 50], note that the prioritisation of the economic objective over the others has been
achieved, and is reflected by a decrease of the economic KPI in comparison with the baseline.
In the results obtained with PP=[50 100 75], where the idea was to prioritise the safety of
water storage term, note that the defined MP carry out the control problem to a zone where
the management criteria was affected negatively, leading to a notably increase of the KPIs in
comparison with the baseline. From the results obtained with PP=[75 50 100], note that there
is a clear decrease in the variability of control actions, and hence, an increase in the other two
KPIs; this is the typical behaviour of MOO problems.
Taking advantage of the decision making scheme, another set of results have been generated
using the following constraint for the priority percentages:
nf∑
i=1
ppi = 100. (6.4)
The idea of the equality constraint (6.4) is to establish a clearly prioritised selection of the
solution point.
The obtained results are presented in Table 6.2. Note that the use of condition (6.4) clearly
establishes the prioritisation of the objective with the bigger PP, even, in some cases has been
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Table 6.2: KPIs for the DM Strategy (with condition (6.4)) Using the
ENNC Method with Pseudo Anchor Points
Priority Percentages
Economic KPI Safety KPI Smoothness KPI
Day 2 Day 3 Day 2 Day 3 Day 2 Day 3
[100 100 100] 34.3553 33.7995 3873.5 3888.2 0.0040 0.0042
[50 30 20] 34.4205 33.7557 4853.6 4541.7 0.2184 0.2632
[20 50 30] 49.6496 48.7163 3360.7 3359.5 0.0186 0.0034
[30 20 50] 46.9891 43.6090 3658.0 2537.8 0.0003 0.0002
seen that the prioritisation was so extreme that the selected solution was one of the anchor points,
in which the prioritised objective has its minimum cost but the others, sometimes, its worst cost.
Decision Making and Weighted Sum
In order to compare different approaches, the DM strategy has been tested using the NWS
method. Results are presented in Table 6.3 and 6.4. Note that the baseline value is slightly
different in this case, compared to the baseline obtained with the ENNCP method. This is due
to the used solvers are different, in the ENNCP method just the anchor points are calculated
with CPLEX, because they are a convex optimisation problem; the other points (63 of them) are
solved with the SNOPT, for non-convex problems. In the case of simulations with the NWS
method, all the Pareto points have been calculated with CPLEX, because all the optimisation
problems are convex. Regarding the obtained results, note that, qualitatively, the KPIs show the
same tendency as the simulations with the ENNCP method.
In Table 6.4, results have been calculated using the condition (6.4). Concerning the obtained
results, note that, again, the KPIs show the same tendency as the calculated in the ENNCP
simulations.
6.2.3 Weighting Variations and Measured Disturbances
In this section, results from simulations of methods for select MPC weighting factors, proposed
in Sections 5.3.1, and 5.3.2, are exposed.
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Table 6.3: KPIs for the DM Strategy Using the NWS Method
Priority Percentages
Economic KPI Safety KPI Smoothness KPI
Day 2 Day 3 Day 2 Day 3 Day 2 Day 3
[100 100 100] 34.3305 33.6452 3809.5 3822.2 0.0039 0.0035
[100 75 50] 34.0022 33.4155 3501.8 3371.0 0.0086 0.0092
[50 100 75] 42.7737 42.1820 4068.1 4000.4 0.0024 0.0018
[75 50 100] 35.0110 34.2817 3578.0 3827.3 0.0028 0.0026
Table 6.4: KPIs for the DM Strategy (with condition (6.4)) Using the NWS
Method
Priority Percentages
Economic KPI Safety KPI Smoothness KPI
Day 2 Day 3 Day 2 Day 3 Day 2 Day 3
[100 100 100] 34.3305 33.6452 3809.5 3822.2 0.0039 0.0035
[50 30 20] 33.8902 33.1499 4704.4 4886.1 0.2069 0.2217
[20 50 30] 50.0738 48.7135 3309.9 3353.7 0.0032 0.0034
[30 20 50] 48.3035 49.6586 3.4025 2.1789 0.0002 0.0001
The histogram of the solution index along a four days simulation is presented in Figure 6.6. The
most used weights combination has been [γ1 γ2 γ3] = [0.4 0.1 0.5]. In the histogram,
note that there is a zone, d˜ ∈ [45, 50], where the most used weighting combinations lie, this
fact leads to think that is not such a bad idea to use well selected fixed weighting factors as an
MPC tuning starting point.
Figure 6.7(a) shows the temporal responses of the weighting combination index, ωidx, and the
average demand, d˜. In Figure 6.7(b), a linear regression between the two variables is shown.
The correlation index of ωidx and d˜ is 0.83; that means that there is a big correlation between
the variables, and hence, a “representatively enough” linear regression model can be calculated.
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6.2.4 Tuning Strategy
Four tuning strategies have been compared for a centralised predictive control scheme over the
aggregate model of the Barcelona DWN. First of all, the original MPC implementation, without
normalisation, is simulated. Then, an MPC implementation with normalisation of the objective
functions (using the method discussed in Section 4.2.2) and, finally the tuning strategies pro-
posed in Section 5.3. The KPIs calculated with the simulation of the first MPC implementation
have been selected as the baseline performance. The weighting factors of the first two MPCs
are [γ1 γ2 γ3] = [1/3 1/3 1/3].
Table 6.5 shows the obtained results for a three day simulation, where only have been considered
the key performance indicators of days 2 and 3 in order to avoid transient responses. Regarding
the results, note that the two proposed MPC tuning strategies outperform the performance of
the equally weighted MPCs in all the indicators. Moreover, the MPC with adaptive weighting
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Table 6.5: Tuning Strategies Comparison
Tuning Strategy
Economic KPI Safety KPI Smoothness KPI
Day 2 Day 3 Day 2 Day 3 Day 2 Day 3
Original MPC 34.4477 34.5007 3921.7 3912.3 0.0105 0.0103
Normalised MPC 34.5643 34.6338 3837.6 3838.3 0.0026 0.0025
Histogram-Based Weighting 34.1424 34.2004 3324.7 3337.2 0.0017 0.0017
Adaptive Weighting 34.1129 34.1618 3305.1 3307.7 0.0019 0.0019
combinations has shown the best performance, giving the lowest KPIs.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This chapter has been divided in four parts. At the beginning, some comments about the ob-
tained results are exposed. Next, the contributions of this work is presented, followed by the
directions of future work.
7.1 Comments
Reviewing the results, obtained in the simulations of approaches presented in this work, the
following comments can been done:
7.1.1 Solver Errors
Errors solving non-convex sub-problems
The solver configuration, to solve the non-linear problems (for methods based on the normal
constraints idea), has proved to reduce errors related to the maximum number of iterations and
scaling issues.
Memory Management
In large scale optimisation problems, memory management is an important topic. Moreover,
calculation of the Pareto front implies to solve the MOO problem several times. All the results
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presented in this work have been calculated with a prediction horizon of eight hours due to mem-
ory limitations. Recently, the NWS method has been stated explicitly, without the tomSym tool,
and big data structures have been treated as sparse matrices, in order to improve the memory
management of the algorithm, but the horizon has been extended only until eleven hours.
7.1.2 Pareto Front Calculation
Reviewing the results of the obtained Pareto fronts by using the NNC, ENNC, ENNCP, and
NWS methods, the following observations have been done:
• The Pareto front varies along the time. This can be seen clearly in the de-normalised
solutions;
• The NNC method cannot be used in this problem because the normalisation scheme is not
suitable for a three-objectives problem;
• Using the ENNC normalisation scheme it has been seen that the utopia plane in the nor-
malised design space is always the same, but, some points of the Pareto front are negative,
even if the de-normalised points are not;
• The use of the ENNCP method has give good results in general. All the Pareto front
points were positive and almost all the design space was explored;
• It can be seen that the explored design space of the Pareto front using the NWS approach
is smaller than the obtained using the normalised normal constraints approach;
• The main advantages of the NWS are that the MOO problem remains convex and, hence,
the solver time is smaller.
7.1.3 DM Strategy
From the DM strategy simulation results, the following observations can been done:
• The objective prioritisation has not been clearly achieved using the proposed DM scheme
without the condition (6.4);
• In the first DM simulation, it can be seen that the best result is the one obtained with the
best trade-off between the objectives (used as baseline for the performance metrics). A
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better economic result can be obtained but the smoothness is sacrificed. This is a typical
behaviour of multi-objective optimisation problems;
• In the DM strategy simulations, done with condition (6.4), it can be seen that the priori-
tisation of objectives has been achieved, comparing the obtained KPIs with the baseline
performance.
7.1.4 Tuning Strategies
Histogram-Based Strategy
This simple tuning strategy has proved to work, and it can be used without regrets as an starting
point for empirical MPC tuning.
Model-Based Strategy
It has been seen that the regression data has enough correlation only if the MP is the one with
the best trade-off between objectives, i.e., PP=[100 100 100]>. In order to calculate models
with different management points, dynamic identification techniques can be used.
Remark 7.1. The two presented MPC tuning strategies can be classified as explicit, because they
give the weighting factors in an explicit way. It is important to highlight that a compatible online
Pareto front calculation, like ENNCP or NWS, together with the DM algorithm constitutes an
implicit MPC tuning strategy, because an MPC solution that goes in line with the management
criteria is selected at each sample time, without an explicit calculation of the MPC weighting
factors.
7.2 Contributions
The main contributions that have been done in this thesis are the following:
1. Show the exploration of different normalisation methods for the cost functions of a MOO
problem, and apply them to the objective functions of the DWN MPC. It is very important,
from the MPC tuning point of view, to have a well posed normalisation scheme in order
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to balance the objective functions of the problem, which most of the time do not have the
same scales and units. In this thesis work, three normalisation methods have been studied,
implemented, and tested over the objective functions of the DWN MPC;
2. Expose different methods to study the Pareto front of a MOO problem, and apply those
methods to the DWN MPC. In this thesis work, four methods for calculate the Pareto front
of any linear or non-linear MOO problems have been studied and implemented over the
DWN MPC;
3. Highlight that the Pareto front of the DWN control problem is not static due to the process
disturbances move the control problem constantly. Hence, it is necessary to adjust the
controller continually; and
4. Remark that the tuning of the controller is related to the disturbances of the DWN prob-
lem, that is, the water demands.
7.3 Directions for Future Research
• Look for faster implicit MPC tuning strategies by 1) the use of goal programming tech-
niques and 2) define only one NBI or ENNC sub-problem in function of the management
point.
The main idea in this research line, is to avoid the calculation of the entire Pareto front,
in the case of methods related with normal constraints (NNC, ENNC and ENNCP) and
NBI, it is necessary to solve 66 optimisation problems (for δ = 10), three of them convex
(related to the anchor points), and the others non-convex; this is very expensive in terms of
calculations. Hence, the aim is to solve only one non-convex problem, namely an ENNC
or NBI sub-problem.
• Put attention in the memory management efficiency of programs in order to increase the
prediction horizon of the simulations. The predictive control community has been sug-
gested a prediction horizon equal to the period of the disturbances. In the case of DWN
the period of water demands is 24 hours. This implies to extend the MOO problem, and
therefore, a good computational memory management is needed.
• Generate a simulation platform, with parallel processing capabilities, in order to take
advantage of the capabilities of the Matlab/TOMLAB optimisation package.
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APPENDIX A
ACRONYMS
BioTeC Chemical and Biochemical Process Technology and Control
DM Decision maker
DMC Dynamic Matrix Control
DWN Drinking water network
ENNC Enhanced normalised normal constraint
ENNCP Enhanced normalised normal constraint with pseudo anchor points
GPC Generalised Predictive Control
IRI Institut of Robotics and Industrial Informatics
KPI Key Performance Indicator
MOO Multi-objective optimisation
MP Management Point
MPC Model based predictive control
NBI Normal boundary intersection
NNC Normalised normal constraint
NWS Normalised Weighted Sum
OPTEC Optimization in Engineering Centre
QC Quadratically constrained
QP Quadratic programming
UWC Urban water cycle
WS Weighted sum
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APPENDIX B
MATLAB CODE OUTLINE
In this appendix a brief outline of the Matlab code used in this work is presented. Functions
have been arranged hierarchically such that child functions have more indentation. All the
dependences, or child functions, have been included but the brief explanation is presented only
in the first apparition.
B.1 MPC and Multi-Objective Optimisation
- MPCMatrices/MainNouMem.m
This is the main script of the MPC routine. Almost every parameter can adjusted from this file.
This work only uses the centralised MPC routine.
- MPCMatrices/CMPC PartMem.m
Centralised MPC routine.
- MPCMatrices/QPMatricesMem.m
Calculation of matrices to formulate the MPC QP optimisation problem.
- MPCMatrices/Soft matricesMem.m
Calculation of matrices involved with the soft constraint scheme of the safety ob-
jective function.
- MPCMatrices/QPMatricesECTMem.m
Calculation of matrices to formulate the MPC QP optimisation problem plus the con-
stant term of the economical objective function.
- MPCMatrices/Soft matricesMem.m
- MultiObj/NNC General/NNCtomsym.m
Implementation of the NNC method to calculate the Pareto front (see Section 4.1).
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- MPCMatrices/myFMtomsym.m
Objective function definition, compatible with the tomSym tool.
- MPCMatrices/myConTomSym.m
Constraints definition, compatible with the tomSym tool.
- MultiObj/WS General/evalObjFunc.m
Numerical evaluation of quadratic (or linear) objective functions.
- MultiObj/WS General/myNtomsym.m
Normalisation of objective functions following the NNC scheme.
- MultiObj/WS General/myNConTomsym.m
Additional normal constraints over the normalised objective functions.
- MultiObj/ENNC General/ENNCtomsym.m
Implementation of the Enhanced NNC method (see Section 4.2).
- MPCMatrices/myFMtomsym.m
- MPCMatrices/myConTomsym.m
- MultiObj/WS General/evalObjFunc.m
- MultiObj/ENNC General/myENtomsym.m
Normalisation of objective functions, following the ENNC scheme.
- MultiObj/ENNC General/myENConTomsym.m
Additional normal constraints over the normalised objective functions.
- MultiObj/ENNCP General/ENNCPtomsym.m
Implementation of the Enhanced NNC method with pseudo anchor points (see Sec-
tion 4.2.2).
- MPCMatrices/myFMtomsym.m
- MPCMatrices/myConTomsym.m
- MultiObj/WS General/evalObjFunc.m
- MultiObj/ENNC General/myENtomsym.m
- MultiObj/ENNC General/myENConTomsym.m
- MultiObj/WS General/NWStomsym.m
Implementation of the Normalised Weighted Sum method (see Section 4.3).
- MPCMatrices/myFMtomsym.m
- MPCMatrices/myConTomSym.m
- MultiObj/ENNC General/myENtomsym.m
- MPCMatrices/solPoint.m
Implementation of the DM algorithm (see Section 5.2).
- MPCMatrices/QPVariableMatricesMem.m
Calculation of matrices that vary at each sample time, to formulate the MPC QP opti-
misation problem.
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- MPCMatrices/Soft variable matricesMem.m
Calculation of matrices that vary at each sample time, involved with the soft con-
straint scheme of the safety objective function.
- MPCMatrices/QPVariableMatricesECTMem.m
Calculation of matrices that vary at each sample time, to formulate the MPC QP opti-
misation problem plus the constant term of the economical objective function.
- MPCMatrices/Soft variable matricesMem.m
B.2 Simulation Analysis
- SimAnalysis/getKPI.m
Implementation of key performance indicators (KPI).
- SimAnalysis/plotKPI.m
Bar plots for the obtained KPIs.
- SimAnalysis/Plots2.m
Pareto front plots with different options.
- SimAnalysis/anymate.m
Free function to create animations1.
- SimAnalysis/solverErrPlot.m
Plot histogram of solver errors.
- SimAnalysis/WeightCombHist.m
Plot histogram of weighting combinations index, for solutions selected by the DM algo-
rithm (see Section 5.3.1).
- SimAnalysis/WfDV.m
Script to analyse the correlation between the weighting combinations index and the aver-
age of water demands. Linear regression model can be calculated from the plot of those
two variables (see Section 5.3.2).
1From the Mathworks MATLAB CENTRAL File Exchange
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